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Abstract

In this paper, a rule-based automatic syllabifier for Danish is described using the Maximal Onset Principle. Prior success rates of rule-based methods applied to Portuguese and Catalan syllabification modules were on the basis of the work. The system was implemented and tested using a very small set of rules. The results gave rise to 96.9% and 98.7% of word accuracy rate, contrary to our initial expectations, being Danish a language with a complex syllabic structure and thus difficult to be rule-driven. Comparison with data-driven syllabification system using artificial neural networks showed a higher accuracy rate of the former system.
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1. Introduction

As Ladefoged (2001) [1] states, “Although nearly everybody can identify syllables, almost nobody can define them”. The definition of syllable unit varies widely, as well as the agreement towards the number of syllables of a word. This concept seems also to be language related, since some languages are claimed to be syllactically less complex, as English, Italian, Finish and Spanish, whereas English has a more complex syllabic structure [2]. The syllable information (its phonological structure, distribution, boundaries, number of syllables of a word) plays an important role in speech technology, both in Text-to-Speech (TTS) [3] generation and in Speech Recognition (SR) modeling. The syllable information plays an important role in the following levels of speech technology: a) syllable boundaries are part of the phonetic information of lexicons used as input in dictionary-based TTS and SR language models and grammars; b) syllable information is a parameter used in HTS training, namely the number of syllables of a word and its correlation with stress improves Hidden Markov Models-based Speech Synthesizers (HTS) offline training and synthetic voice naturalness [4]; c) syllable information is important to feed data-driven methods of prosody generation for TTS systems [5]; d) the pronunciation of a given phoneme may rely on its localization in the syllabic structure; e) duration models in TTS and SR systems are enhanced when using syllable information and its organization [6]. The automatic prediction of syllabification is a very useful tool for everyone who develops speech technology in a given language. However, there are two main challenges associated: the concept of syllable as a unit is not consensual and, in addition, syllabification process is language dependant, which requires specialized linguistic knowledge. There are numerous descriptions of automatic syllabification systems for several languages (English, Portuguese), but they seem to be scarce when we address to Danish automatic syllabification. In order to tackle automatic syllabification, there are two common approaches: rule-based techniques based on the phonologic regularities and restrictions of the languages [6], [7], [8] and data-driven methods [9], among which there are different techniques, such as look-up procedure using N-grams, exemplar-based generalization technique, and syllabification by analogy [10].Finite State Transducers are another technique which allows the development of rule-based and data-driven syllabification systems [11]. Comparisons between these two approaches showed that rule-based approaches seem to be more effective for certain languages like Portuguese [8], [12], [6] whereas data-driven methods showed better performance for English and Italian [2], [9]. However, in our opinion, the success rate of either approach may not be explained by the complexity of the syllabic structure of the language, since Portuguese and Italian are possibly similar in syllabic structure. The main reason may rely on the amount of available linguistic resources for each language, mainly syllable-tagged lexicons, which explains the investment in data-driven techniques that require less skilled linguistic expertise than rule-based systems. Although Danish belongs to the same language family of English, it has much less available linguistic resources, such as phonetic dictionaries, which makes data-driven approaches difficult to implement. There is a large tradition of advanced studies on the Phonology of Danish [13], [14] and reports on linguistic rule-based grapheme-to-phone converters [15]. However, details either about the rules or about the algorithms’ architecture or even about the system’s performance results seem to be scarce, especially regarding the automatic syllabification in Danish using a rule-based approach.

This paper is structured as following: section 2 presents the methodology followed in this work; in section 3, the automatic syllabification algorithms for Danish is presented; in section 4 and 5, the tests and results are shown and discussed; in section 6 we present a data-driven approach for Danish automatic syllabification using artificial neural networks (ANN) and its results using the same test set; in section 7, main conclusions are summarized and future work is foreseen.

2. Methodology

In this paper, we used the linguistic rule-based methodology proposed in [8] for Portuguese, and applied in [16] for Catalan, since it was demonstrated that this method has better results than data-driven approaches. The rules were driven using a 1000 words lexicon and were tested on different corpora: a lexicon using a different set of 1000 words, and on running text containing 1000 words from a Danish newspaper. The algorithm was not designed to deal neither with foreign words, in spite of their phonetic adaptation to Danish, nor with
abbreviations, titles and acronyms, since the graphical patterns of these items are not consistent with the Danish orthography and phonology. Furthermore, the algorithm was not specifically designed for handling compound words, but these were included in the test material, since compounding is a highly productive phenomenon in Danish.

3. Automatic Syllabification Algorithm

3.1. System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the pipeline for the automatic syllabification algorithm for Danish. Syllabification of foreign words, titles, abbreviations and acronyms was not considered at this point of our system development, since these words do not follow the standard syllabic structure of Danish. The input for the syllabification algorithm is a phonetic representation rendered in ASCII characters from a 100k Danish lexicon without syllabification algorithm: V weak: The following symbols were used for the Danish phonetic representation as input but including syllable specifications of the algorithm.

3.2. Symbols Definition

The following symbols were used for the Danish syllabification algorithm: $V_{weak}$ \{ø \}; $V_{full}$: remaining vowel sounds, excluding \{ø \}; $O_1$: valid 1 consonant onset group; $O_2$: valid 2 consonant onset group; $O_3$: valid 3 consonant onset group; (L): leftmost vowel; (R): rightmost vowel; $(n)$: number of consonants between leftmost and rightmost vowel sound; $\{1\}$: first consonant sound to the left of the rightmost vowel sound; $\{2\}$: second consonant sound to the left of the rightmost vowel sound; $\{3\}$: third consonant sound to the left of the rightmost vowel sound; #: word boundary marker. The operational definition of valid syllable onsets and codas will be: consonant clusters which are possible in word initial and final position. Figure 1 shows the pipeline for the automatic syllabification algorithm more robust when dealing with syllabification compounds in the lexicon since consonant gradation and several other phonological processes (for details, cf. [21]) that can be based on the phonological syllable are already present in the phonetic representation. Tables 1 and 2 present the rules for automatic syllabification of Danish.

### Table 1. Syllabification rules for full vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Two consecutive identical sounds ${n} - {n-1}$</td>
<td>[ˈbul-laj]’ [ˈkamb-boʊ]’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IF ${n} \geq 3$ and ${3} + {2} + {1} = O_2 \rightarrow -({3} {2} {1}) + (R)$ ELSE go to rule 2</td>
<td>[ˈan-sɡœɾ]’ [ˈaɪd-on-mark-o]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IF ${n} \geq 3$ and ${3} + {2} + {1} \geq 3$ ELSE go to rule 3</td>
<td>[ˈeɪ-dʒər]’ [ˈen-fla-c oʰ’n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IF ${n} \geq 3$ and ${1} = O_3 \rightarrow -({3} {2} {1}) + (R)$ ELSE go to rule 5</td>
<td>[ˈstvɛɾ-san’t]’ [ˈɜːl-bæn’d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IF ${n} = 2$ and ${1} = O_1 \rightarrow -({L} {2} {1}) + (R)$ ELSE go to rule 7</td>
<td>[ˈtær-gʊ]’ [ˈhɛɾ-lqa]’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IF ${n} = 1$ and ${1} = O_1 \rightarrow -({L} {1}) + (R)$ ELSE go to rule 8</td>
<td>[ˈtær-gʊ]’ [ˈhɛɾ-lqa]’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IF ${n} = 0$ and ${1} = {1} \rightarrow -({L} {1}) + (R)$ ELSE go to rule 7</td>
<td>[ˈpɪɡ-ʊ’rd] [ˈmø-bø-an-gæːt’ɛb]’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IF ${n} = 0$ and ${1} = {1} \rightarrow -({L} {1}) + (R)$ ELSE go to rule 8</td>
<td>[ˈɪ-ni-tə-a-tiːv]’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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4. Tests and Results

One test was carried out in order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm. Errors are defined as word forms that contain invalid consonant onsets or codas according to the definition above. Test 1 corpus set consisted of 1000 randomly selected word forms from a phonetically annotated lexicon of 100k words in Danish, excluding abbreviations, acronyms. We started by eliminating the syllable boundary tags out of the phonetic transcription of the words. However, since compounds are not marked as such in the lexicon, these were included in the random selection. Table 3 below presents the results for test 1. Overall accuracy of the syllable breaker was 96.9%. Compounds were responsible for 0.9% plus 1.2% of the errors and the syllabification rule for weak syllables was responsible for 1.0%. Test 2 corpus set consisted of 1000 words (604 unique words) from running text extracted from a Danish newspaper article. This second group of words was firstly phonetically transcribed in order to serve as input of the rule-based syllabifier. Both the results of Test 1 and Test 2 were manually checked by a Danish Linguist. Table 4 below presents the results for test 2. Overall accuracy of the syllable breaker was 98.7%. Compounds were responsible for 0.9% of the errors and the syllabification rule for weak syllables was responsible for 0.3%.

Table 4. Results in % of the rule-based syllabifier method using Test 2 corpus set (1k words selected from a newspaper article).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error type</th>
<th>Test 2 (WER%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>compound</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compound with epenthetic “s”</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak syllable</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

As expected, the Maximal Onset Principle conflicts with the general rule that a word boundary always is a syllable boundary as well [13]. This applies to Danish compounds without epenthetic “s” or “e”. The impact of this in the test material is fairly small since only 12 compounds formed valid onsets across word boundaries. An example is [ˈvanɛːrə] (translation: dishonour). Here the algorithm breaks to the left of the consonant since [n] is a valid 1 consonant onset. However, the word boundary is on the right of the consonant vanære, and this is the syllable boundary as well. In compounds with epenthetic “s”, the algorithm breaks to the left if the epenthetic “s” plus following consonants form a valid onset, and to the right if not. For instance, in the compound notesbog [ˈnoːdɛːs-bɔwʔ] (translation: note book) epenthetic “s” is syllabified to the right because [sb] is a valid onset, whereas in the compound verdenshandel [ˈvap-dən-hanʔ-s] (translation: world trade) it is syllabified to the left since [sh] is not a valid onset. The only satisfactory resolution to these irregular syllabification results for compounds is to parse input text through a compound word breaker inserting word boundaries prior to syllabification. The simple algorithm for syllabification of weak vowels presents some problems in VfullC1C2Vweak structures, since the rule states that unless C2 = [x] syllabification occurs directly to the left of the weak vowel, resulting in an invalid coda in the previous syllable e.g. yngler [ˈiŋlɛ] (translation: breed (vb.)). However, parsing syllable codas in a phonetic transcription is time consuming and, in this case, yields limited results in comparison to the effort involved, and this is the only satisfactory solution to resolve this irregularity. Nevertheless, it is possible to expand the rules for syllabification of weak vowels according to a set of ordered principles as shown in [13], [20]. Another approach could be to treat weak vowels exactly like full vowels, thus reducing the number of invalid codas in VfullC1C2Vweak structures. However, the approach outlined here has the distinct advantage that schwa assimilation becomes highly predictable since schwa will never assimilate to a sonorant in syllable onset [22].

6. Automatic Danish syllabification using artificial neural networks

Since we could not find results for automatic Danish syllabification problem using other approaches we decided to develop a data driven system in order to compare the rule-based system described in section 3. Our system (initially developed and tuned for European Portuguese but easily adapted) consists of an artificial neural network (ANN) with a 4 layer feed forward structure inspired in [23] but with extended class tag information. The input receives a phoneme within a k length context (2k+1 phonemes) and the ANN outputs a probability value for the onset, nucleus and coda (ONC) classes. Our phoneme inventory, with length n, was used to create a n-dimensional orthogonal continuous space that provides a suitable representation base for an appropriate network training. In this space each phoneme is represented by a vector where all the components are 0 except the one related with its own axis which will be 1. The ONC output classes were considered since we are using a phonetic base; however they do not provide any position information inside the syllable. To overcome this limitation we added to each tag an extra symbol resulting in Ox, Nx and Cx with 1<x<4. This gives a total of 12 neurons on then ANN output layer. Network training was made off-line using a steepest descent criteria and a standard back-propagation algorithm. Each training example was composed of 1 phoneme with his related descent neighborhood (we used a 2 phoneme context) and the ONC classification with position information. The output is normalized according to a maximum entropy related criteria:

\[ P_i = \frac{e^{q_i}}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} e^{q_j}} \]  

(1)
During testing the desired output class tag $C_{\text{ANN}}$ is obtained by finding the higher posterior probability as:

$$C_{\text{ANN}} = \arg \max_{c_n} P(C_{\text{ANN}} | p_1, \ldots, p_k)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Where the posterior probabilities are obtained using the ANN classifier.

We trained the ANN system with a lexicon of 100k Danish words containing phonetic transcriptions and syllable boundaries. This lexicon was developed internally and is not publically available. From the 100k words, we firstly extracted the 1000 words randomly selected to conduct Test 1 mentioned in section 4. We didn’t consider these 1000 words in the ANN training set. We used the same test sets used to evaluate our rule-based system in order to assess the ANN models training for SR. Next steps should include developing prosody model training, HTS offline training and acoustic parameter generation from a stable compound word handling module. This should consist of two sequentially ordered sub-modules. The first one should be a compound word breaker with an orthographical input that looks up the individual lemmas in a pronunciation lexicon. The second module should reassemble, insert word boundary markers, and modify the phonetic transcription according to the rules for pronunciation of Danish compounds. The syllabification algorithm could then be run successfully on the phonetic transcriptions of the reassembled compounds. A similar approach is envisaged for a morphology handling module. Future work will address the syllabification assignment of foreign words.
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